
26 COVERAGE CHECK 

Table 10. Components of Net Error for Number of Farms by Economic Class of Farm 

(Data may not add to totals due to rounding) 

Number of farms (thousands) Percent of estimated total 

Compo Rent Classes!,!!, Classes IV and V Class VI Classes I, II, Classes IV and V Class VI 
and Ill (sales of $2,500 and other and Ill (sales of $2,500 and other 

(Sales of ( $10,000. (sales of $50 (sales of $10,000 (sales of $50 
and over) 1 to $9,999) to $2,499) and over)1 to $9,999) to $2,499) 

Reported in census .•.•••••.••.••• 871 949 1,338 97 95 81 

Minus overenumerated farms ••••••• -12 -19 -48 -1 -2 -3 
Plus underenumerated farms ••••••• +4 +3 +16 (Z) (Z) +l 
Plus missed farms •••••••.•••••••• +37 +69 +351 +4 +7 +21 

Estimated total2 ••••••••••• 900 1,002 1,657 100 100 100 

Z Less than 0.5 percent. 
1Abnormal farms included with classes I, II, and III. 
2Since the coverage check did not measure reporting error for correctly counted farms, the estimated total reflects 

only errors involving overenumerated, underenumerated-; and missed farms. 

Table 11. Components of Net Error for Number of Farms by Acres of Cropland Harvested: 1964 

(Data may not add to totals due to rounding) 

Number of farms (thousands) Percent of estimated total 

Components No 
100 

No 100 
1 to 9 10 to 19 20 to 49 50 to 99 acres 1 to 9 10 to 19 20 to 49 50 to 99 acres cropland acres acres acres acres and cropland acres acres acres acres and harvested over harvested over 

Reported in census ••••••••• 456 489 343 543 463 864 79 88 so 93 93 94 

Plus net difference for correctly 
counted farms 1 •••••••••••••••••• +2 -57 +20 -12 +9 +38 (Z) -10 +5 -2 +2 +4 

Minus overenumerated farms ••••••• -17 -16 -10 -16 -8 -12 -3 -3 -2 -3 -2 -1 
Plus underenumerated farms •••.••• +6 +5 +5 +3 +2 +2 +l +l +l +l (Z) (Z) 
Plus missed farms •••.••.•.••.•.•• +129 +137 +69 +64 +31 +28 +22 +25 +16 +ll +6 +3 

Estimated total •.••...•.•.• 576 558 427 582 497 920 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Z Less than 0.5 percent. 
iMinus if number in census is greater than number in coverage check. 
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